About Indian Ink
Theatre Company
The artistic partnership of Jacob Rajan and Justin
Lewis is now comfortably in its second decade.
Inspired by a love of mask and story they continue
to pursue their idea of the ‘Serious Laugh’ –
opening mouths with laughter to slip serious
ideas in. With a series of remarkable productions
of intimate scale that blend western theatrical
traditions with eastern flavours Indian Ink has
become one of New Zealand’s most successful
theatre companies – 13 national and international
awards, significant critical acclaim, standing
ovations and sell out seasons in New Zealand and
overseas. Since 1997 over 410,000 people have
had their lives enriched by these original plays.
The aim is to leave an indelible imprint on your
heart; that’s why we’re called Indian Ink.

Take a wild ride to paradise with
Indian Ink’s powerful new play
about impermanence of life,
love.... and ice cream!
This glorious production is
inspired by Ernest Becker’s
Pulitzer prize winning “Denial
of Death,” and the vibrant,
life–filled chaos of India’s most
cosmopolitan city, Mumbai.
Jacob Rajan delivers a dazzling solo performance
as he channels seven characters, weaving the
afterlife and a dash of Bollywood disco into the
real-life mystery of India’s vanishing vultures.
A man trying desperately to avoid death is flung
between limbo and his past where a rebellious
young woman holds the key that may guide him
to paradise.
Infused with serious laughter, exquisite puppetry
and inspired sound design this show is guaranteed
to blow your mind and melt your heart.
Indian Ink has brought together the awardwinning team behind their hits Krishnan’s Dairy
and Guru of Chai, and is delighted to introduce
you to puppet maestro Jon Coddington.

FLAWLESS
Theatrescenes

A JOY TO SEE
Theatreview

CHARACTERS
Kutisar	A salesman at Harvey
Norman
Vulture a vulture
Young Kutisar	Kutisar at age 23, a
chaiwallah
Bouncer a nightclub bouncer
Meera 	The young inheritor of a
kulfi ice-cream shop
Baba	Meera’s grandfather and
founder of the kulfi shop
Farooq	An elder in the Parsi faith
and Meera’s cousin
Dr Rao	A retired medical doctor
and Meera’s aunty
Dr Vibhu Prakash An expert on vultures
Moneylender a loan shark

OUR PEOPLE
JACOB RAJAN
Writer/Actor
Jacob is a founding partner of Indian Ink
and co-wrote all of Indian Ink’s plays as
well as performing in many of them. He is a graduate of
Toi Whakaari: NZ Drama school, Otago University (B.Sc
Microbiology) and Wellington Teacher’s College. Jacob is
an Arts Foundation Laureate and a Member of the New
Zealand Order of Merit (MNZM) for services to theatre.

JUSTIN LEWIS
Writer/Director
Justin is a founding partner of Indian Ink.
He has co-written and directed all of Indian
Ink’s plays. He was one of the founders of Auckland’s Q
Theatre and received a Kaupapa Oranga Award for his
services to theatre. Justin is a graduate of the John Bolton
Theatre School and the University of Auckland.

MURRAY EDMOND
Dramaturge
Murray has been dramaturge on all of
Indian Ink’s productions. A poet and
founder of Town and Country Players (NZ), Murray has
recently retired from his role as Professor of Drama at
The University of Auckland where he headed the drama
programme.

JOHN VERRYT
Set Design/Projected Imagery Artist
John has worked on all of Indian Ink’s
productions bar one. With over 40 years’
experience John is a leading New Zealand stage designer
with an extensive portfolio of work including NZ Opera,
Auckland Theatre Company, The Large Group and many
others.

ELIZABETH WHITING
Costume Design
Elizabeth, a Chapman Tripp Costume
Design Award winner, has represented
NZ twice at the Prague Design Quadrennial. Her opera
designs have seen global success in the US and Australia.
She has designed for almost every performing arts
company in NZ, including WOW since 2012.

JON CODDINGTON
Puppet Design/Build/Puppeteer
Jon is a theatre designer and collaborator,
illustrator, animator and sculptor, but has
been primarily working as a puppeteer and puppet maker
for the past eight years. Highlights include hit show Puppet
Fiction (2012-18) selling out everywhere it has performed.

DAVID WARD
Composer/Sound Design/Musician
(WEL/AUK)
David is a musician and composer who
has enjoyed a long creative collaboration with Indian
Ink. In 2010 and 2014 he was awarded “Most Outstanding
Composer” at the Chapman Tripp Theatre Awards for
Guru of Chai and Kiss the Fish.

ADAM OGLE
Musician
Adam Ogle is a guitarist, multiinstrumentalist and composer. He
received the ‘Frank Winter Memorial Award’ for his
outstanding contribution as a young instrumentalist. This
is Adam’s fourth show with Indian Ink after his stunning
debut in their acclaimed production, The Elephant Thief.

D. ANDREW POTVIN
Lighting Design/Production/Tour
Manager
Andrew has worked with Indian Ink since
2015 in various roles including logistics coordinator (Kiss
the Fish), tour/production manager (The Pickle King/Mrs
Krishnan’s Party) and lighting designer. Andrew Potvin
Design Ltd has grown to include services specialising in
tour management, ticketing, business development and
theatrical design services.

BALA MURALI SHINGADE
Projected Imagery Photographer/Editor
Bala Murali is a writer, filmmaker and
videographer based in Tāmaki Makaurau.
He is also an inaugural Arts Foundation Springboard
recipient.
JUDE FROUDE

General Manager

GAYATRI ADI

Producer: Marketing & Sales

ANYA GRIFFIN

Office Manager

BALA MURALI SHINGADE	
Digital Content Creator/
Next Gen Coordinator
ABHISHEK RUGHANI

Digital Marketer & Outreach

MORAIG HUMPHRIES

Producer Intern

ROWAN EVERTON

Marketing Intern

CHARANPREET KAUR

Marketing Intern

A NOTE FROM JUSTIN
This show was inspired by Ernest Becker’s Pulitzer Prize
winning “Denial of Death”, but it really found its form
when Jacob and I were in Mumbai in 2019. There we
discovered a city full of life, rich with diverse cultures and
we learned of the plight of India’s vultures. It’s strange
now to think that we don’t know when we’ll next be able
to travel anywhere!
My view of vultures was formed by my western culture.
I dismissed them as harbingers of death, brutishly ugly
and to be feared. What I discovered was a creature
whose most repulsive features are entirely functional,
that does mankind an incredible service by cleansing
the environment and in flight is one of the most
magnificent birds on earth.
Becker argues that culture is designed to protect us from
the reality of our mortality and in the Tibetan Buddhist
tradition there’s a practice of meditating each day on
your death. Strange ideas, but maybe by contemplating
our mortality we can appreciate life more fully. Like the
vulture, there is beauty to be found in the things we fear.
Nobody noticed the disappearance of India’s vultures
until it was too late. It’s the fastest extinction of all time
and I feel great sorrow at the loss of these wonderful
birds. But I find hope in the way people from around
the world are working to save them. Humans achieve
incredible things through co-operation. That’s one of the
reasons I love theatre – it’s a collaborative art form.
So, as we gather together in the theatre tonight, I am
enormously grateful. In the words of Joni Mitchell “don’t
it always seem to go, that you don’t know what you’ve
got ‘til it’s gone.”
Enjoy the show.
Justin Lewis

A NOTE FROM JACOB
It’s funny to think that we started this company based on a
love of mask. It was such a niche thing back then. Who’d
have thought that masks would become so popular?
In those early years I suffered from such an imposter
syndrome that I would often use the programme notes to
apologise in advance for causing offence. As a playwright
I’m necessarily led by my curiosity. I’m curious about things
I don’t know about and then I research them and write
about them as if I do. Which, of course, I don’t. Not really.
My apology on this occasion is to the Parsi community.
If you haven’t heard of them, you’re not alone but I can
almost guarantee that you’ve been influenced by at least
one. Parsis have made an enormous contribution to India
and the world. In politics, industry, medicine, finance,
science, music, art and theatre this ethnic group has
been extraordinarily influential out of all proportion to
their numbers.
The eclectic bunch of Parsis portrayed in this play are
entirely fictional and I hope cause no offense to a people
I hold in extremely high regard.
If you’re reading this and happen to be Parsi I cling to one
generalisation about your kin I dearly wish to be true: they
have a great sense of humour.
Thanks for coming. I hope you enjoy the show.
Jacob Rajan

A NOTE FROM JON
When I was approached by Justin and John about
creating a vulture puppet I was immediately daunted
by the project, but challenges pique my interests so I
knew that this would be something I’d enjoy taking on.
Making puppets on a large scale is difficult enough,
and to build a large bird was something I hadn’t
approached before. In my work I study anatomies
and try to imitate organic qualities of movement
mechanically, and in this regard birds are a mechanical
masterpiece. One of the main challenges I faced was
the fine balance of motion and aesthetic, as weight was
really a defining issue with my performance and any
features may add complications to the functionality.
Through much trial and error, creative discussions
and happy accidents, Gerry was born using plywood,
cane, muslin, resin and late nights. The rehearsal
process was really insightful, as Gerry is playing a few
characters too. Discovering moments of comedy, threat
or softness was incredible, and figuring out how Gerry
could anthropomorphise those human emotions really
interested me. I set out to discover the beauty in this
beast, and hopefully shed some light on the terrible
plight facing these creatures.

A NOTE FROM DAVID
I am very pleased to be working on this new play,
my sixth Indian Ink collaboration as composer
and eighth show in total. Each new Indian
Ink production presents new challenges, new
instrumentation, new techniques and technology, and
Paradise has been no different! Significant this time
around has been the move away from live musical
instruments, towards a much more atmospheric sound
design. The lack of physical props and minimal set,
means that sound effects play a huge role in defining
the sense of place and atmosphere. This has meant
delving into hundreds of sound effects and many, hours
editing and mixing them to create the sound world.
I’ve designed the show to have speakers surrounding
the audience, so that sound can come from all
directions, both to immerse people in the world and
at times play with their perceptions. This show also
contains the most instrument layering of any Indian Ink
show, particularly in the fun Club Sutra Disco scene.
Despite not seeing me on stage as one usually would
in an Indian ink show, I assure you that everything you
hear has been created by me, and I am performing it
from behind the audience. All music has been created
on my computer, both for the bigger recorded musical
pieces as well as for the live thematic music. For at
least these early seasons I will maintain the liveness of
the experience by triggering all sound effects live to
sync with Jacob’s performance. Similarly, the thematic
music is allowed to breathe with the actor and the lights
by performing sampled virtual instruments on a piano
keyboard. As a musician more used to having my
fingers on some strings rather than a computer mouse,
this has meant a big learning curve to make the
technology malleable enough to feel and respond,
despite the slight distance one inevitably feels without
a banjo in one’s hands! I look forward to seeing things
grow as they always do once a show find itself in front of
a real live audience! I hope you enjoy!

A NOTE FROM MURRAY
My role as Dramaturge is to question, to critique, and
even to make suggestions, during the two years the script
is being written. Draft after draft. Response after response.
Each time, a discovery - each time, a problem!
Dramaturging for Paradise meant playing Virgil to two
Dantes, as we discovered Kutisar’s inferno. We knew
Kutisar (from The Guru of Chai), but not his avian
guide-spirit. Writing a play, you imagine a world in a
crisis situation – and you work out the consequences
of that crisis.
A man and a bird, a place full of memories – mystery
and urgency! Then the place filled with sounds. We
first hear sound when we are in the womb. Is the last
sense working before we die our hearing? The play’s
soundscape became a living character, evoking
Kutisar’s past, evoking Bombay/Mumbai, bringing us
the wingbeat of the Vulture.
In plays, characters change: the ugly duckling
becomes the beautiful swan. They don’t just change
in the plot; they also change in the audience’s minds.
At the beginning we may be sure what we think; as the
play plays out we grow puzzled; then we think again. At
the end, we have made a discovery.

A NOTE FROM ANDREW
Indian Ink Theatre Company have incredible talent
on and off the stage who are amongst my favourite to
collaborate with. I’m so incredibly grateful for the
opportunity and support Justin, Jacob, Jude and the
team have given me. Designing the original Paradise
and the development process to where it is today, has
been a creatively positive experience. I look forward
to bringing another fabulous Indian Ink show to the
audiences of New Zealand and beyond.
Having many friends and family in the theatrical industry
overseas, I have been constantly reminded how lucky
we are to be able to present live work to audiences.
For all the sacrifices we have made to control COVID
outbreaks in New Zealand, I thank you. It hasn’t been
easy, but being able to bring shows like this to life and
share them with you has been completely worth it.

INTERVIEW WITH JACOB
Why did you choose to bring back Kutisar?
I guess maybe it’s laziness? (Laughter) As we started
developing the show, we came up with the idea of
bringing back one of our favourite characters from a
previous show, that show being Guru of Chai, and the
character being Kutisar. The beautiful thing is that you put
so much work into a character and you invest so many
years of your life into performing this character and we
thought ‘he could be the vehicle for the show’. I mean,
in life people don’t just stop, or you’ll wonder “what
happened to him?”. It’s a strange thing as a playwright
that I can have that relationship with these people who
are sort of real to me now. That was the way it was with
Mrs. Krishnan, where you think ‘hmm, I wonder what
she’s up to’. And then you dig into it and you think well,
that’s really interesting. Now she’s a lot older and she’s
facing a different time in her life with selling the dairy.
So, similarly with Kutisar we meet him at a different part
of his life, looking back to his early days as a glorious
young man, where everything was possible.
What was the inspiration behind the play?
Well, Justin and I went to Mumbai around the beginning
of 2019, and we were there on a completely different
project with a different kind of focus. But of course, as
often happens when you’re away from home, you have
a fresh perspective on the world that’s very stimulating
and Mumbai itself is incredibly stimulating. So, we
had some time to kill before we could check into our
accommodation and we were with our driver when we
came across the Towers of Silence. They were these
things that were pointed out to us in the distance and
you can’t get close to them. Justin and I both became
fascinated with this idea of a sky burial where you put the
bodies out, you don’t burn them, you don’t bury them,
you leave them out for the vultures. And that then took us
into the Parsi faith, and all of this caught up with us when
we came home. It gave us this curiosity, you know, there’s
a little compass in there that’s asking questions.
Was this the first time you were introduced to Parsi
culture?
I mean, funnily enough, because we did another play
called Kiss the Fish, which had this weird kind of tangent
to the life of Freddie Mercury as a sort of sideways tribute
to him, we found out that his birth name was actually
Farrokh Bulsara and he was actually a Parsi. So yeah, I
kind of knew about the Parsi faith but I didn’t know that
much about it. My family is from the south and Parsis
are predominantly in Mumbai and there’s pockets in
other places, but I just didn’t come across them. I didn’t
really know much about the rituals and finding out
about them was our inspiration, it was just a little hook
that got us excited that there was a story there.

INTERVIEW WITH JUSTIN
When writing, what is the relationship like between
you and Jake?
Well, we talk a lot. We will spend hours and hours, and
days and days talking. It’s one of the great things,
because writing is often a lonely process, so having
someone to collaborate with is good. We’re both
theatre makers because we like to collaborate. And
we each have our own strengths, Jake’s really good
on dialogue and character, and my strength is on the
architecture, on the more structural sort of stuff. So, we
kind of have complementary skills. What also works is
that we know how to talk to one another about the work
and we can disagree about what the right thing is. And
in those discussions about the work we talk about what
is right for the story and what’s right for the character,
rather than arguments about who’s right or wrong.
Why is dramaturgy so important? Indian Ink has
worked with dramaturg Murray Edmonds for a very
long time, what are the benefits of working with him?
He’s brainer than us. (Laughter)
He’s got this giant brain, he’s so well read, and he’s got
so many things he can refer us to for precedence and
things like that. He pushes us to do things differently. For
a long time, when we were working on Paradise, we were
trying to do it as a Guru of Chai II. Sort of like a franchise,
like a novel at the airport, a Jack Reacher. And trying to
do Kutisar II - it was another kind of crime story. And he
challenged and challenged, until we came to see the
piece in a really different way. And it was a long and
slow process to get to that, so he brings an outside
perspective, and years of working with scripts.
One of Murray’s great gifts is asking the right questions,
because it’s the questions that will lead you to think
more deeply. Whereas if you tell people ‘that’s wrong!’,
and ‘you should do this!’ that doesn’t shift things for us.
How does writing for the plays change when you’re
doing a show where Jake is playing all of the
characters versus when there are multiple actors?
In one very formal way, it changes, because you’ve got
one actor playing multiple characters, and that alters
the way that you write your dialogue. So, with multiple
people on stage short lines are really great. It’s there,
then it’s here, then it’s there, it’s really exciting. But one
actor having to change roles constantly gets tiresome.
So, you tend to write the dialogue in a way that requires
fewer cuts from one character to another because
every time you cut from one character to another,
Jacob’s got to make a physical shift. There’s just a
kind of a technical thing that’s different. The bits of
dialogue in a solo show tend to be longer, but the rest
is pretty much the same. It’s an imaginative task to get
inside the characters’ heads and we have to push one
another to find those characters, and those character’s
voices and display them in the show.
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Indian Ink Theatre Company wishes
to thank all our incredible Patrons,
Funders, and Supporters without whom
the show could not go on.
PATRONS
Andrew & Jenny Smith, Anne Coney, Barbara Netten,
Barry Gribben & Laila Harré, Brian & Andrea Steele, Brian
& Gill Walker, Catherine Atchison, Chrissie Fernyhough
(Fernyhough Education Trust), Craig Anderson, Gail
& Stephen Hofmann, Garth Cumberland, Geoff & Bev
Pownall, Graeme Edwards & Di Le Cren, Graeme Howie,
Helen Moody & Jeremy Edwards, Ivan & Felicity Willis,
Jasvinda Singh, Jeffrey & Lancely Law, Jenny & Ray McElroy,
Jill Oakley, John & Anne MacVicar, John Judge & Janet
Clarke, John & Jo Gow, Kate & Hanlin Johnstone, Lizzie
& Peter Coote, Margaret Lee, Mike Rudd, Nick Leeming
(Addington Law), Pippa MacKay & Paul Stanley-Joblin,
Ranjna & Kanti Patel, Rasbeer & Swarna Gill, Rebecca
Turner, Richard & Susie Rowntree, Ros & Philip Burdon, Ross
& Deborah George, Simon & Bridget Tompkins, Sir Roderick
& Lady Gillian Deane, Sondra Wigglesworth, Valmai
Shearer, Tom & Janet Kuruvilla.

ADVISORY BOARD
John Judge, Christine Fernyhough, John Gow,
Craig Anderson, Jude Hooson

INDIAN INK TRUST
Jude Hooson, Craig Anderson, Justin Lewis

CORE FUNDERS

SUPPORTERS

THANKS TO
Vicki Allpress-Hill, Sally Woodfield, Helen Cisowski, Genoveva
Reverte Neal, Sam Mence, Creative Ambiance Stage
Technologies, Mark Betty (Sky City), Isaac, Dominic & Nina
Rajan, Philippa Woods, Rachel Nash, Next Genners, Auckland
Music Theatre Inc, Rebecca Ward, Tim Solly, Jehangir, Gini &
Ferooz Homavizier; Justin Rogers, Kalyani Nagarajan, Aruna
Narandan, Karisma Grebneff.

JOIN THE FAMILY!

Visit: indianink.co.nz and sign up to our newsletter to:
• Hear the latest news and behind-the-scenes exclusives.
• Receive unique offers and ticket deals.
• Learn about the people and stories behind our shows.
• Discover how you can get involved in what we do.

